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ABSTRACT 
 

 

The Internet, thirty-three year ago, fighting for recognition into the mainstream 

market, is being emerged as a single biggest application in the history of last 

century. Today, vast majority of people use Internet services, specifically, web 

which is a single most key driver of internet offering services ranging from 

social networking, VoIP (voice over IP), online gaming, entertainment and 

other professional services. Due to its rapidly emerging status from a facility to 

a necessity, Internet is becoming a basic utility in human day to day life. 

However, together with advancement in terms of bandwidth and usability of 

Internet services, human psychological behaviors like human patience, 

consciousness and expectation towards web services are also increasing 

proportionally. 

 

The future Internet paradigm is becoming more and more user centric. 

Therefore, Quality of experience, which is a process of gauging user subjective 

experience towards particular service, has its vital importance in future. 

However in current scenario a missing attribute of QoE is ‘context’ and within 

context there is human conscious behavior that is change from one instance to 

another. The aforementioned attribute often neglected by service providers and 

research community during web QoE (Quality of Experience) in controlled test 

environment. Due to the fact that Internet is everywhere e.g. at home, office and 

during mobility, web users activities are not always restricted to particular 

location and user web consciousness about performance may vary from context 

to context. 

 

The user centric approach in future Internet poses a real challenge to application 

and service providers towards provision of web services. That meets 

accordingly with human psychological requirements e.g. user satisfaction, 

consciousness, emotions etc.  

The empirical part of the research is to investigate the impact of user 

environmental and psychological context on user conscious behavior towards 

web performance. The purpose to quantify up to what extent this can create a 

significant impact on quality of experience. 

 

Keywords: Quality of Experience, User consciousness, Web Performance. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1  Overview  
 

During recent years, the proliferation of web based services has led to advancement in the topic of 

Quality of Experience. User tendency towards usage of web enormously increasing day by day. In 

general, people feel more comfortable and willing to spend more time on web e.g. online services, 

video on web, VoIP (voice over internet protocol), online gaming and cloud services etc. [1].  

The quality of experience [24] is degree of delight of a user or application as perceived subjectively 

by end user. With the advancement in the Internet bandwidth, user consciousness and patience 

towards usage of a web also varies in different contextual environments. Due to the fact that quality of 

future web services and delivery based on user centric feedback therefore, Web QoE (Quality of 

experience) is major focus of research community. 
Web QoE (Quality of Experience) is reflected through subjective form of user’s feedback [2] (e.g. 

user rating, opinion etc.), and hence, is a critical indicator to assess the capability of World Wide Web 

[3]. Subjective tests of Internet services engaging a panel of subjects aim to analyze how web users 

perceive QoE (Quality of Experience) with varying parameters of both a network and/or application 

itself. Subjects express their opinion on a few-grade categorical scale during tests performed in a 

controlled environment [4][5], However, subjective model costs a significant amount of money to get 

the user subjective scores and it is time consuming to hire experts to make the estimations and ensure 

that the results are lacking in statistical bias [3]. 

User activities, conscious behavior about Web may be context dependent  (e.g. user web activities 

may be vary depending on different contextual environments (e.g. home, office, during mobility) and 

type of service or device. Therefore, context may have impact on QoE (Quality of Experience). 

During Web browsing user subjective experience could vary in different context as a result web users 

may have different consciousness level, emotions and prior web experiences [6]. Traditionally, 

Quality of experience research is usually conducted in controlled test environment where getting 

impact of context through user subjective opinion is not practically achievable, furthermore, getting 

QoE (Quality of Experience) in test environment could not reflect some of the psychological 

parameters related to user conscious behavior about web [7][8]. 

 
This thesis work propose an approach to observe the impact of context and user conscious behavior 

towards web quality of experience (QoE), the purpose of the research is to observe either how much 

users’ conscious about their subjective experience in different context. To demystify impact of 

context, a small scale user experiment was conducted in real time environment to examine; how much 

context could influence on user web QoE (Quality of Experience). 

 

1.2  Aims and Objectives  
The aims and objectives related to this thesis research are described as follows.  

Aims: 

 A pilot study that will assist application and network service providers to know how much 

context could influence regarding user consciousness behavior that varies towards web 

performance in different contextual environments. 
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Objectives: 

Our thesis objective are described as follows: 

 

 To quantify the impact of context on test users during their Web browsing experience in 

two distinct contextual environments such as home and school.  

 Formation of Experiment Design. 

- Development of website that has ability to take user feedback in the form of custom 

rating scale during test in both context. 

- Prior to formal experiment, setting up a proper knowledge base for test participants, 

regarding, how to perform the test is deem necessary for successful completion of test. 

- Cloud and local deployment of proxy server implementation is another objective to 

conduct a Quality of Experience (QoE) test in uncontrolled test environment. 

- Identification of participant and their sample size, those were willing to participate in 

both contexts e.g. home and office. 

- Data collection from the test users in the form of web session log files, which will be 

use for later analysis. 

- Analysis and interpretations of data. 

 

1.3 Research questions 
     

    RQ.1 what is the impact of context on web QoE in terms of user conscious behavior towards  

              Web performance?   

            RQ.2 which contextual environment users are more conscious towards web performance?  

            RQ.3 which contextual environment users are less conscious towards web performance? 

 

1.4 Research Methodology 
 

The empirical study has been carried out through quantitative research method. To observe the impact 

of context through user subjective experience, a small scale web browsing experiment being carried 

out in real time test environment, based on sample size of twenty five people in two distinct 

contextual environment such as home and school. The analysis of QoE (quality of experience) is done 

through correlation technique applied between web performance data that were captured from users 

machines and users subjective feedback that were given by all users at the end of each experiment 

session. Furthermore, complete detail about experiment and results analysis is presented in later 

chapter 3 and 4. 

 

1.5 Contribution 
 

The major contribution towards conducting this research is to observe the user conscious behavior 

during web browsing in different contextual environments. Furthermore, to investigate either 

subjective feedback of users is always based on performance or there are other external factors like 

context and user psychological behavior that could affect their subjective experience. 

 

The other major contribution towards this research is to conduct a unique type of user experiment in 

real time test environment. The experiment was performed at test user’s home and school premises. 

All users were required to openly browse the web without restriction of what type of website user had 

to browsed for limited amount of time between 15 to 30 minutes. Unlike controlled test environment, 

users were usually tested on the basis of controlled variables; however, in this research study time is 

the only controlled variable that is controlled by us.  
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1.6 Thesis outline 
 

Rest of the document will be presented as follows: Chapter 2 discusses a brief overview of related 

work and its relation to other research topics, Chapter 3 presents a description of experiment setup, 

Chapter 4 presents results and interpretation of results of this thesis project. 

Finally, this document is concluded in Chapter 5 that summarizes the findings of this study and 

mentions how this work can be extended in future. 
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2 RELATED WORK 
 

In order to understand the scope of this thesis work, let us start with having an insight into main 

focused areas related to this study i.e. Web QoE, Context and User Consciousness in terms of web 

browsing.      

2.1 Quality of Experience (QoE)   

2.1.1 QoE definitions  
 

“Quality of experience (QoE) is a subjective measure of performance in a system. QoE relies on     

human opinion and differs from Quality of Service (QoS), which can be precisely measured.”[6] 

 

As its counterpart Quality of service (QoS), QoE in particular also called end to end quality of service 

is subjective in nature and addresses to requirements or opinions of user’s perception about the 

service. 

The direct correlation between QoS metrics, and user’s subjective opinion about a particular service 

could not be possible. In terms of telecommunication and data services, QoE can be defined as a 

subjective measure from user’s point of view [7]. This could involve user’s prior experiences and 

expectations with the service. The influencing factors on which user’s perception is dependent, is type 

of service, device and content.  

 

Context: Definition 

QoE may be influenced by user state, content and context [6]. 
                            [Source: Colloquium on QoE in Multimedia conference Austria 2012] 

 

                  
          Fig 2.1 Context attributes 

 

 

2.2 Web Quality of Experience    
For a better understanding of the web QoE, the concept of user’s experience and user’s perception 

about web browsing is mandatory. 

2.2.1 User Experience  
For a better understanding of human perception and assessment of web browsing, this section  

discusses the area of User experiences (UX) and related work. UX has been defined in the ISO 

9241 draft 210[8] 

“A person’s perception and responses that result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system  

  or service. ” 
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The studies of Makela [18] in which the authors defined UX as, 

 

               “A result of a motivated action in a certain context. The user's previous experiences and expectations 

influence the present experience, and the present experience leads to more experiences and modified 

expectations.” 

 

Arhippainen and Tahti explain about context of use as deriving factor that can affect the UX [9] [12]. 

In their study they narrowed down five main factors, which can affect the UX, which included user, 

social factors, cultural factors, context of use and the product itself. These aspects can be further 

categorized together with the help of a study by Hassenzal and Tractinsky [18], in which the discussed 

different aspects of UX definition. They defined UX as 

 

 “As a consequence of user's internal state, characteristics of the designed system and the context  

  within which the interaction occurs.” 

 

Studies from Hassenzahl et al [10] and Ramsay et al [11] reveal that end-to-end response time has 

deep effects on user's perception. The end-to-end response time or the download time is the time it 

takes when a client requests something from a server till the client gets the response back. Users don't 

like to wait for longer period of time for the page to be downloaded completely 

            

          Nielsen, [13] from his studies in the year 2000, concluded that a delivery time of 10 seconds is within  

          the range of user’s satisfaction before the user gets bored and his/her perception is affected 

 

Nielson [13] pointed out those factors like server's throughput, server's speed, and the browser 

optimization itself comes into role affecting the page download speeds. The brief surveys of Georgia 

Institute of Technology, Atlanta; showed in their last study [14] that speed is so far the prominent 

problem when it comes to the user. Shubin [15] also pointed that user's tolerance for delay decreases 

when they are expecting high quality. This was proved in a survey by Jupiter Research [16] that 33% 

of broadband users did not like to tolerate a delay of more than four seconds. We also derived similar 

results from this study which consequently lead us to a conclusion that the 10 seconds delay that was 

considered as a standard in the previous studies is no more applicable. For these reasons we have 

carried out this study by considering the page load time as the deciding factor that can deviate the 

user’s perception. 

 

Web Contents is also a factor that can affect user’s perception about web browsing. Enormous stuffing 

of information into a web page will not only affect the speed of the specific page but will also leave 

adverse physiological effects on the user's perception. Web pages heavily loaded with contents like 

flash animations or heavy graphics will ultimately take more time to load. Shubin [15] revealed that 

such practice could lead to user's consciousness because user might be distracted away from the 

original task he/she was performing, so it may also cause lack of interest too. This may often lead to 

unsuccessful completion of tasks as well. 

 

Nielsen [13] and Shubin [15] stated that network conditions have their own role to play. Bottlenecks in 

the network also lead to deteriorating effects on performance thus affecting user's perception. Latency 

from the network can lead to long page delays thus making the user frustrated with the web applications 

[17]. Hence, besides the design of the web pages and web servers, network technicalities have their 

own role to play. 

 

The representation of web user experience typically in the form of response times, faster the response 

would result in better user experience .Due to the latest advancements in web technologies users are 

more arrogant and feel more reluctant, if a response time of desired service gets higher then their 

expectations, the same user could have different user experience of same application or service on 

different network e.g. mobile network, TCP/IP network. User experience have some factors other than 
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waiting time that are very much related to the field of Human computer interaction like usability, which 

also create impact on user QoE. [19] 

 

The time consumed in page loading could cause diverse impacts on user’s perception of web and with 

business [21] perspective, phenomena of page loading time has its serious implications as it determines 

user’s tolerance and patience about webpage. 

 

Consciousness: Definition 

In psychology [22], “consciousness refers to our awareness of sensations, thoughts, and other        

internal processes.” 

“The term  “consciousness”[22], here, is used to describe the state of being aware of experiencing 

something.” 

 
The term “consciousness” is often used synonymously with “attention” which means when one seems 

to be experiencing something and he/she is conscious about it and when we are conscious about 

something, that something is what our temporal experience seems to be comprised of. A person that is 

not conscious does not seem to experience anything and vice versa. [22]  

 

Markus Echterho designed a software agent named “memebot” that is capable of learning how its user 

experiences the web and then it simulates their experience on the basis of model of user 

consciousness. Furthermore, [22] five different attributes for modeling the conscious behavior of 

users on Web are as follow. 
 

 
                             Fig 2.2 User consciousness attributes 
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3 EXPERIMENT SETUP 
This chapter provides a detailed explanation on how the experiment was carried out to investigate the 

impact of context and user conscious behavior toward web QoE (Quality of experience). This will 

begin with an insight into the experiment overview and then we will be proceeding into the detailed 

explanation of the experiment setup. 

 

3.1 Experiment overview  
Prior to experiment setup, a detailed experiment mechanism has been defined. Through which all test 

users were tested under some specific guidelines. Due to the fact that test authority had limited control 

on experiment once this started. Therefore, prior to user experiment, a proper set of guidelines defined 

for all test users. Those set of guidelines were simple and straightforward, which will be described 

throughout this chapter, particularly, in this section. 

The experiment was planned in a way, that the same users were tested in two different locations. This 

study aims to observe the human psychological context such as human consciousness towards web 

performance in different contextual environments. Therefore, a decision to setup an experiment in two 

distinct nature of context, where one context considered as a busy context called ‘school’ and other 

comparatively relax context called ‘home’. The activity required by this experiment is to ask test users 

to browse the web like the way, they browse web in their daily life for definite amount of time in both 

contexts such as home and school. The specified limit to perform the test was minimum 15 to 

maximum 30 minutes. 

The web activity of test users in both contexts will be called by a specific name “session”. Therefore, 

all test participants were tested in two web sessions e.g. in home and in school etc. After the end of 

particular session, all test participants were asked to give their subjective opinion about session 

performance on a five point numerical and categorical custom rating scale [24]. 

In past most of the Quality of experience (QoE) conducted in conjunction with varying parameter of 

Quality of service (QoS) e.g. jitter, packet loss etc. Normally QoS-QoE related studies performed in 

laboratory are based on controlled variables. The setup of QoE study in real time is currently 

impractical with all controlled variables. Furthermore, there are limitations associated with the 

experimentation in real time that will be discussed in later section in this chapter. 

Below is a brief overview of experiment process diagram 
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         Fig 3.1 Experiment process diagram  

3.2 Experiment Setup   
This section consists of a detailed description of experimental setup. This section include details from 

development of custom built website to data collection and analysis process, that is being followed to 

complete this thesis study. 

3.2.1 Testbed Application Overview 
The purpose built website is developed for test users authentication were built in PHP and its backend 

database storage were MySQL. The experiment online manual and users rating module were also built 

in the website that were useful for collection of users ratings after the completion of test session in 

particular contextual environment. The detailed explanation of each website component is given 

below. 

3.2.2 User Authentication & registration   
Prior to participate in the experiment, all test users were required to go through registration process on 

test website. There are some preliminary checks that all test users were needed to perform, such as 

confirmation of their e-mail address together with their basic personal information such as username, 

first name, last name. The main purpose of registration process is that if in case user forgot his or her 

login credential. Test users could easily able to retrieve their login information with a single click 

Internet 

Local  

Proxies 

Cloud 

proxy 
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through website. The MySQL database was used for backend storage; MySQL is the lightweight 

database that is preferable choice for small scale websites.  

After post registration process, all test users have access to knowledge base and instructions regarding 

how to successfully perform the experiment. Website authentication and main interface is depicted in 

fig 3.2 & 3.3. 

 

 
Fig 3.2 website authentication interface 

 

 

 
 Fig 3.3 Website main interface 

3.2.3 User rating  
The mean opinion score (MOS)[24] provides a numerical measure of the quality of human speech is a 

quantitative indicator for system performance, however, for the purpose of user rating we have 

adopted a custom user rating scale to get web session performance from user in particular context. 

Furthermore, user rating scale that is embedded in website is given in the table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     Table 3.1 Custom rating scale  

 

         User Rating Scale  

5 Excellent  

4 Very good 

3 Good 

2 Fair 

1 Poor 
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3.2.4 Knowledge base  
Due to the uncontrolled nature of experiment, the test conducting authority had generally less control 

over onsite assistance specifically at home test location. For purpose of reducing ambiguity regarding 

how to perform the test in both context, a set of proper guidelines in the form of knowledge base were 

created within the website, which had guided most of our test users in case of any problem during the 

experiment. 

3.3    Experiment process 
This section discusses how experiment is designed, conducted and performed by all test users, this 

includes sample size of experiment, data collection and analysis procedure, together with description 

of scope and limitations of experiment setup and process. 

3.3.1 User experiment  
 A total of 25 users were participated in the experiment in which 23 users successfully completed the 

test on both test locations. All test users belong to male gender and their age was between 22 years to 

35 years, avid users of the Internet. All of them were students of Blekinge Institute of Technology at 

school of computing, all test users were of different nationalities, and most of them were from South 

Asia. For selection procedure, we set up criteria for test users as given below. 

 

 To conduct this experiment, we need frequent web users particularly those who are more 

conscious about web browsing and preferably those who are more knowledgeable about web 

browsing phenomena.  

 We need web users for this experiment who are enthusiastic and feel their day to day web 

browsing activity more exciting. 

 Able to participate in experiment in both geographic contexts such as home and school, 

university students are more feasible option for this experiment. 

 The test users should be more comfortable and they should have no objection over sharing 

their web browsing data that will be used by us for the purpose of thesis analysis.  

 Easy to understand the nature of experimental process and instructions regarding how to 

successfully perform the experiment with less time and effort. 

 

All users were required to browse the web for a period of 15 to 30 minutes in both geographic 

contexts i.e. home and office. After the end of each web session, all users were required to give the 

subjective feedback in the form of user rating about web session performance in both particular 

context. The below mentioned question was asked at the end of both web sessions. 

 

 How would you like to rate your web browsing experience about performance in this web 

session? 

 

3.3.2 Data collection  
Prior to experiment, all users were required to install data capturing utility in their local machines. 

The purpose of installing the data capturing utility was to retrieve the timing information of web page 

objects e.g. HTML, CSS, JavaScript etc. These web objects saved in log files contained data of 

particular session that were collected from all test users machines. For the purpose of data collection 

there are various browser plugins e.g. Firebug, Google developer tools etc. These browser plugins 

have ability to collect application performance metrics like object loading times etc. The 

aforementioned browser plugins are not designed for capturing performance metrics of websites in 

concurrent open browser tabs. However, in uncontrolled test environment user web browsing 

activities are not limited in single tab browsing. Therefore, a local web debugging proxy is 

implemented to capture user web browsing log from all test user web browsers. 

Furthermore, recommended browser used to perform the experiment was Google Chrome. For our 

ease Google Chrome was the most common Internet browser then others that already installed most of 

the test users local machines. 
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Fig 3.4 local to cloud proxy interconnection  

 

Local web proxy 

Fiddler is a web debugging proxy used to log and inspects HTTP (S) traffic. Fiddler supports Proxy 

implementation in all famous Internet browsers such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari and 

Mozilla Firefox etc. Furthermore, local web proxy logged web traffic from test user machines in both 

geographic contexts, all test users were required to capture and export their web traffic log into HTTP 

archive files (.har) and session archive files (.saz). After completion of each test session all test users 

were required to email or upload their log files onto test server. 

 

Cloud setup  
The experiment setup included utilization of resources in cloud computing environment for 

implementation of unified proxy mechanism. The purpose of unified proxy mechanism was to 

implement a single proxy handler that was responsible for proxy web traffic from all test users’ 

machines. To implement cloud proxy mechanism, utilized resources was Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) cloud computing platform. Amazon Elastic Compute (EC2), a service offered by Amazon Web 

Services that provides computing resources over Internet. The chosen type of instance was windows 

server 2008 data center edition for setup of bandwidth limiter and cloud proxy implementation on 

single server. 

 

 

Bandwidth Limiter  

Netlimiter is a windows based bandwidth shaping and traffic control application. This application is 

usually used to allocate custom bandwidth throttle limits (e.g. upload and download) to processes 

running on same windows machine or other windows machines running in same network. For ease 

and complex free implementation of cloud proxy, Netlimiter was set up to run on same windows 

instance in cloud experiment. The main purpose of the Netlimiter application in the experiment was to 

allocate proper bandwidth to cloud web proxy application.  

NetLimter also comes with other features that were helpful during experiment. However, detail 

discussion about application functionality is beyond the scope of this thesis study. These features are 

as follows.  

 

 Network and Zone management. 

 Rule Editor. 

 Rule Scheduler 

 

Cloud web proxy limits  

The purpose was to reduce installation and configuration overhead of bandwidth limiter application 

on all test users local machines. Therefore the experiment was planed in a way that centralized web 

proxy was implemented in cloud environment that is discussed in previous section. The centralized 

proxy was responsible for receiving all the web traffic from local proxies that were installed on all test 

user machines. NetLimiter limits all the traffic received by cloud proxy at an upper bound rate of 400 

kB/sec in both geographic contexts. The 400 kB/sec was set after the observation of average 

bandwidth throughput at both test locations to overcome high difference of underlying Internet 

bandwidth in both contexts. 

 

 

  Local   

 Web    

 Proxy  

 Cloud  

 Web  

 Proxy  

 Bandwidth 

 Limiter   
Internet 
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3.3.3 Data format  
The Fiddler web debugger gives facility to export web session information in the following formats  

 HTTP Archive (.har) file extension.  

 Session Archive (.saz) file extension.  

 

The aforementioned types of archive file formats were used to export web browsing data of test users 

from their local machines. Furthermore, these archive file formats also has ability for inspection of 

web log in the form of waterfall charts. All test users have two files that contained web browsing log 

of home and school contexts that were used for analysis of results.  

 

3.3.4 Limitations  
There are limitations related with experiment setup. These are presented as follows: 

 

 Number of people in test experiment is less then bare minimum sample size such as 40 due 

to unwillingness of users to participate in the test. 

 Time duration of test is limited because of unwillingness of participants to give more time. 

 Due to nature of uncontrolled test environment there is comparatively less control over 

network conditions in both contexts as compared to controlled environment. 

 Risk of result biasness. 

 

3.3.5 Data filtration 
 

The data captured from users local machines were in raw form that consists of webpages browse by 

the users during experiment. The data being captured from user local machines only give overall 

session performance such as object wise timing information of all web objects in particular web 

session. However, to get timing information in the form of page load timing of particular website or 

page, a process of data filtration is applied on captured log. There are two major web debugging tools 

that were used to filter data, i.e. Charles and fiddler. These debugging tools not only filter the data but 

also have the ability to import and export data into different file formats. Therefore, for the purpose of 

further analysis the exported data format into CSV (Comma Separated Values), which is easily 

understand by spreadsheet applications. Furthermore, Microsoft Excel is used for the statistics of the 

results of this thesis project.   

 

The purpose to apply data filter was to get the page load timing of every webpage browsed by the test 

user during experiment. However, to correlate test users rating with page load times. There was need 

to consider page load timing that was actually perceived by the test users during experiment. Web 

browsing in real time consist of webpages that contained static objects such as image, HTML, CSS 

etc. and dynamic objects like JavaScript, AJAX etc. The static objects timing are actually perceived 

by the user whereas dynamic objects continuously loading in the background that is not actually 

perceived by the end user. 

During data filtration process an effort was made to remove most of the dynamic objects timing to 

calculate page load times that were actually perceived by the test users during experiment. Therefore, 

web log is being filtered through hierarchical filtration approach from web domain to web objects 

with different tools such as Fiddler, Charles and MS Excel. These approaches are presented as 

follows: 

 Step 1: Domain wise filtration e.g. www.bth.se. 

 Step 2: Page wise filtration e.g. www.bth.se/eng. 

 Step 3: Object wise filtration e.g. web page objects such as images, CSS, JavaScript. 

 

Step1: Domain wise filtration 

The domain wise filtration of web log is applied through Fiddler & Charles web debugging proxies. 

The purpose of domain wise filter was to group together the domains parent and child processes into 
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single file. Furthermore those files could give separate timing information of all objects of particular 

domain.  

 

Step2: Page wise filtration 

Those files that were filtered through domain wise filtration process being further applied an 

additional filter to collect the no of pages within that particular domain such as if test user browse 

different web pages of same domain like www.bth.se/eng or www.bth.se/eng/aboutbth etc. these 

separate webpage objects were saved in separate files for further processing. 

 

Step3: Object wise filtration  
Those files that were saved during page wise filtration being further processed through object wise 

filtration and exported to CSV (Comma Separated Values). To calculate user perceived page load 

times all files that were filtered in second stage of data filtration process CSV files were imported in 

MS Excel. Furthermore, MS Excel was not only helpful for removing dynamic objects from the pages 

but also for detail statistics of results that are presented in Chapter 4 results section. 

 

 

    
                                   Fig 3.5 Domain wise filtration through Charles debugging proxy 
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4 RESULTS & INTERPRETATION  
 

This chapter presents the interpretation and analysis of results that were gathered from the experiment. 

This chapter is divided into four main sections; first section presents theoretical information about 

web key performance indicators, second and third section is about results and analysis and fourth and 

last section about interpretation of results.  

 

4.1 Web Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 
 

Over the past few years Web Key Performance Indicators is very important for web performance 

optimization. The assessment of web performance is usually carried through analysis of KPI (Key 

performance indicators) that are actually perceived by the end user through the Web browsing 

experience[21]. 

Before going into detailed description of thesis results and its interpretation, this section introduces 

the major web key performance indicators that affect web QoE. Every website contains web objects 

such as HTML, CSS, images and JavaScript, etc. The timing information of every web object that is 

downloaded from particular server consist of key performance indicators that are as follows: 

  

4.1.1 DNS lookup 
DNS (Domain Name System) lookup is the process of instructing Internet browser to send request for 

domain lookup to DNS (Domain Name System) servers. The time that is taken to resolve request-

response process by the server is called the DNS lookup time or simply DNS time. The DNS lookup 

process occurs once for each unique domain name. DNS look up time creates not much effect on web 

performance when its request is successfully resolved. The time information associated DNS lookup 

is not too big that it could create impact on overall web performance.  

 

4.1.2 TCP connection 
TCP time that is also called connect time is a three way handshake between user and server for 

sending and receiving acknowledgement. To keep connection alive, the process of data transmission 

is only possible when there is an established TCP connection between sending and receiving party. 

There is no significant method to speed up the TCP connection. However, reducing the number TCP 

connection could create a significant impact on web performance.  

 

4.1.3 Sending Time  
          The sending time that is also called time to first byte is a time when content is requested and received 

from the server. The sending time may vary as it is based on server’s decision about what content to 

send to client and secondly, the extent of distance between client and server. 

      

4.1.4 Waiting time  
Waiting time is a time it takes for every object to be sent from the server to browser, normally each 

website contain objects that consist of images, JavaScript files, CSS (Cascaded Styles Sheets) and 

dynamic objects like AJAX etc., the requested amount of data could cause longer time due to limited 

or busy resources at servers end, higher number of client connection established with server, 

therefore, waiting time could cause a significant impact on web performance plus direct impact on 

user’s perception about QoE [23]. 
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4.2 Results Analysis   
 

The exported HTTP archive files received from all test users during experiment contained web 

browsing history of both contexts (e.g. home and school) have been used for the purpose of analysis. 

However, the exported web archive files contained raw data. So this was difficult to make a 

correlation between user’s subjective opinion and user’s perceived performance. All exported archive 

files contained timing information of all websites browsed by the test users in specific contexts during 

experiment.  

  

Furthermore, the timing information that was based on KPM (Key Performance Metrics) such as DNS 

time, TCP connect and waiting time etc. in archive files, was called by a specific name “Overall 

Session Performance’’. The overall session performance of each archive file constitutes performance 

metrics (e.g. DNS time, connect time and waiting time) discussed in section 4.1. However, we cannot 

determine from overall session performance at which time during experiment, user’s perceived 

performance was affected. 

The filtration method has been applied to process all archive files to represent timing information in 

the form of page load time that was actually perceived by the user during experiment. For the purpose 

of filtering log files, Fiddler and Charles web debugging proxy tool gives additional functionality to 

inspect & filter web page and type of web objects from raw web sessions log files. Furthermore, the 

aforementioned web debugging tools also present statistics information based on filtered data. 

 

Every test user who participated in test session contained two archive files. These files were captured 

by all test users themselves during experiment in both contextual environments (e.g. home and 

school). A total of twenty three subjects successfully participated in the test that contained total of 

forty six archive files.   

The analysis and interpretation of results that were gathered during the experiment categorized under 

four following subsections as given below. 

 

 User Rating Overview. 

 Page load timing.  

 Final results. 

 Analysis & Interpretation of results. 

4.2.1 User rating Overview 
A total of 25 subjects initially participated in the experiment in which 23 users out of 25 were 

successfully completed the whole experiment process. The below mentioned table shows user rating 

in both context with rating scale that were adopted during experiment. The idea behind selection of 

custom rating scale instead of MOS (Mean Opinion Score)[18] was that the perception of mapping of 

numerical and categorical ratings scale that most of the test users have in their mind is according to 

table mentioned below: 

 

Home User rating  School user rating  

User rating No of Users Percentage  User rating No of Users Percentage  

5-Excellent 0 0%  5-Excellent  3 13.04% 

4-Very good 8 34.8% 4-Very good 6 26.1 % 

3-Good 12 52.17% 3-Good  13 56.52 % 

2-Fair 2 8.7% 2-Fair  1 4.34% 

1-Poor 1 4.33% 1-Poor 0 0 % 

                                    Table 4.1 User rating in Home & School.  
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Fig 4.1 Users rating in home & school  

 

4.2.2 Page Load Timing 
Despite of increase in Internet bandwidth, the size and complexity of websites is also increasing at 

alarming stage, websites contents that consist of static and dynamic objects embedded in html pages 

e.g. CSS JavaScript flash, video objects etc. have individual timing information specifically called 

object load time and timing information of object summed together in a page called page load time 

that actually determined the performance of the web. 

 

The page load time is major contributing time factor for page abandonment. The average user has less 

patience for web page that takes too much time to load and is justifiably slow. Normally, web users 

are more conscious towards page load time rather than other fancy features of website [17] [18]. 

The nature of this research study is to observe either context could have an influence on user’s 

conscious behavior towards web performance. Therefore, further discussion about analysis of results 

will be mainly based on web performance specifically in context of user’s rating and against their 

page load time in both contextual environments. The analysis of results is based on four below 

mentioned scenarios concluded from below diagrams 4.2 &4.3. 

 

 Same user rating at similar page load time in both contexts.  

 Same user rating at different page load time in both contexts.  

 Different user rating at similar page load time in both contexts. 

 Different user rating at different page load time in both contexts. 

 

 
            Fig 4.2 Page load time & users rating in school 
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     Fig 4.3 Page load time & users rating in home  

 

 

 

Condition 1: Same User Rating at Similar Page Load Time  

The analysis of this condition is based on user’s ratings that were same in both contexts under similar 

page load time. Test users under this condition seem to be conscious about performance while 

browsing web. The users’ subjective feedbacks about web browsing experience were reflected 

through underlying web performance. Furthermore, from depicted diagram 4.2 & 4.3, ratings of user 

number 5, 15, 16, 17 and 19 are correlated with page load time in both contexts. 

 

Condition 2: Same User Rating at Different Page Load Time 

The analysis of this condition is merely based on user’s ratings that were same in both contexts under 

different page load performances. Despite of varying underlying performances, user rating was 

unchanged at both contexts. Furthermore, from depicted diagram 4.2 & 4.3 ratings of user number 1, 

2, 4 and 13 gave clear indication that test users were not actively conscious about their web browsing 

activity and this would happen due to contextual factors. 

 

Condition 3: Different User Rating at Similar Page Load Time 

The analysis of this condition is based on user’s ratings that were different in both contexts under 

similar page load performance. In this condition, despite of similar page load performance, user 

ratings were changed in both contexts. Test users under this condition were not conscious about 

underlying performance and context could be a deriving factor for lack of consciousness towards web 

QoE (Quality of Experience). Furthermore, from depicted diagram 4.2 & 4.3 ratings of user number 6, 

7 and 14 gave clear indication that these users were not actively conscious and context could be the 

driving factor of their subjective experience. However, how much context had an impact on web QoE 

(Quality of experience) will be discussed in interpretation of results. 

 

Condition 4: Different User Rating at Different Page Load Time  

The analysis of this condition is based on user’s ratings that were different in both contexts under 

different page load performance. However, from this condition there is no clear sign whether user’s 

subjective feedback was based on performance or context. Therefore, in order to find user’s conscious 

behavior, further analysis will be confined in detail statistics in the following section. 
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4.3 Results   
The below mentioned table 4.2 gives the detailed statistics about session performance in both contexts 

such as average page load time, standard deviation and standard margin of error formula etc. The 

aforementioned statistics are based on number of web pages visited by the test users during the time 

of experiment performed in both contexts. 

 

Since this test was conducted in uncontrolled environment, all users that participated in experiment 

were asked to browse web for the period of minimum 15 to 30 minutes in each test location. During 

that time duration, all test users browsed different number of websites. Therefore, in below mentioned 

table 4.2, calculation of average page load time is based on number of pages browsed by test users in 

both contexts. The calculation of confidence interval and standard margin of error is based on 

confidence level (95%) and calculated based Excel formula for student T-distribution. The formula of 

standard margin of error and confidence is as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Fig 4.4 Confidence Interval & standard margin of error formula  

 

Due to the reason, one environment context was same such as school for all test users during 

experiment as compared with home context, which was different for most of the test users. Therefore, 

there was little difference in page load performance in both contexts. The school session performance 

was comparatively better than the home session. 

The other possibility in variation of page load times in home context is that the variation of underlying 

network connection and bandwidth could impact web performance [20]. 

 

User 
ID  

                       Home                               School  

User 

Rating  

Average      

  Page   

  Load    

 (Sec) 

Total 

Page 

Visited 

Standard 

Margin of 

Error  

C.I of 95% 

User  

Rating  

Average  

   Page   

   Load  

   (Sec) 

Total 

Page 

Visited 

Standard 

Margin of 

Error 

C.I of 95% 

1 4 7.78 12 2.17 4 3.23 16 0.98 

2 3 5.41 9 2.91 3 5.34 5 1.49 

3 4 2.73 5 0.82 3 5.18 5 2.60 

 

4 3 5.38 7 2.76 3 3.12 8 1.08 

5 3 4.60 6 0.96 3 4.49 17 1.30 

6 1 2.97 1 0.00 5 2.86 11 1.19 

7 4 3.47 9 2.08 3 3.83 6 1.75 

8 4 3.65 16 0.69 3 5.05 17 1.47 

9 2 5.05 5 1.61 5 3.34 11 1.09 

10 4 5.20 13 1.27 3 3.69 19 1.00 

11 3 2.55 8 0.87 2 2.95 5 1.47 

12 3 5.47 16 1.42 4 3.16 10 0.71 

13 3 5.82 14 2.37 3 3.89 9 1.71 

14 2 3.35 11 0.79 3 2.71 8 0.95 
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15 3 3.29 8 1.16 3 3.08 9 

6 

1.05 

16 4 3.77 11 1.46 4 4.17 7 

 

1.58 

17 3 3.06 8 1.08 3 2.84 21 

 

1.38 

18 3 3.19 6 0.91 4 3.99 10 

 

1.24 

19 3 4.20 13 1.18 3 4.25 14 

 

2.23 

20 3 4.90 14 1.43 4 3.39 13 

 

0.83 

21 4 3.80 8 1.25 3 3.06 13 

 

0.86 

22 3  5.17 6 3.50 4 4.68 13 

 

1.31 

23 4 2.71 17 0.69  5 4.04 13 2.20 

                    Table 4.2 Statistics Overview in both contexts    

4.4  Interpretation  
In order to conclude the findings of this thesis study, this section focuses on interpretation & analysis 

of results, which were gathered during experiment. 

 

4.4.1 User Conscious States  
The subjects those were participated in this experiment gave their subjective rating after web 

browsing activities in particular context. In interpretation of results users ratings are only correlated 

with their conscious state. Hence, detail discussion on users expectations, prior experiences during 

experiment have not discussed in results analysis. Furthermore, to simply confine our findings 

towards impact of context, results in table 4.2 is divided into two groups of conscious states are as 

follows: 

 Conscious: The state in which QoE justify through performance.   

 Non Conscious: The state possibly influenced by context.  

 

Conscious Users:  
The conscious users, those ratings could be justified through web performance in the form of page 

load timing information at both contexts. Therefore, from table 4.3 users ratings justify through 

performance.   

 

User 
ID  

                       Home                               School  

User 

Rating  

Average      

  Page   

  Load    

  (Sec) 

Total 

Page 

Visited 

Standard 

Margin of 

Error  

C.I of 95% 

User  

Rating  

Average  

  Page   

  Load  

  (Sec) 

Total 

Page 

Visited 

Standard 

Margin of 

Error 

C.I of 95% 

3 4 2.73 5 0.82 3 5.18 5 2.60 

 

5 3 4.60 6 0.96 3 4.49 17 1.30 

8 4 3.65 16 0.69 3 5.05 17 1.47 

11 3 2.55 8 0.87 2 2.95 5 1.47 

12 3 5.47 16 1.42 4 3.16 10 0.71 

14 2 3.35 11 0.79 3 2.71 8 0.95 

15 3 3.29 8 1.16 3 3.08 9 

6 

1.05 

16 4 3.77 11 1.46 4 4.17 7 

 

1.58 
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17 3 3.06 8 1.08 3 2.84 21 

 

1.38 

19 3 4.20 13 1.18 3 4.25 14 

 

2.23 

20 3 4.90 14 1.43 4 3.39 13 

 

0.83 

   Table 4.3 conscious users  

 

Non Conscious Users: 

The non-conscious user’s state could give indication about any impacts of context on user’s web QoE 

during browsing experience. Through cross comparison of data of both contexts in below table 4.4; 

the result shows that either in one or both of contexts, users’ ratings are not correlating with page load 

performance. The same users’ ratings in both contexts as a result of different page load timings give a 

clue that their subjective experience was influenced by context.  

 

User 
ID  

                       Home                               School  

User 

Rating  

Average      

  Page   

  Load    

  (Sec) 

Total 

Page 

Visited 

Standard 

Margin of 

Error  

C.I of 95% 

User  

Rating  

Average  

   Page   

   Load  

   (Sec) 

Total 

Page 

Visited 

Standard 

Margin of 

Error 

C.I of 95% 

1 4 7.78 12 2.17 4 3.23 16 0.98 

2 3 5.41 9 2.91 3 5.34 5 1.49 

4 3 5.38 7 2.76 3 3.12 8 1.08 

6 1 2.97 1 0.00 5 2.86 11 1.19 

7 4 3.47 9 2.08 3 3.83 6 1.75 

9 2 5.05 5 1.61 5 3.34 11 1.09 

10 4 5.20 13 1.27 3 3.69 19 1.00 

13 3 5.82 14 2.37 3 3.89 9 1.71 

18 3 3.19 6 0.91 4 3.99 10 

 

1.24 

21 4 3.80 8 1.25 3 3.06 13 

 

0.86 

22 3  5.17 6 3.50 4 4.68 13 

 

1.31 

23 4 2.71 17 0.69  5 4.04 13 2.20 

     Table 4.4 non conscious users in one or both contexts 

 

 

Furthermore, from table 4.4 the purpose is to investigate in which contextual environment web QoE 

was influenced by user conscious behavior. Therefore, our further findings will be presented with 

two-interpretation scenarios that have already been described in page load timing section 4.2.2. They 

are as follows:  

 

 Same User ratings at different page load timing in both contexts. 

 Different User ratings at different page load timing in both contexts. 

 

Through discussion on same rating scenario, the context in which page load timing is relatively high 

as compared to other context could be questionable. The reason is that same users gave same rating in 

both contexts under different page load timings. Therefore, in comparison where page load time is 

higher could be influenced by context. Furthermore, in table 4.4 the web QoE of user number 1, 4 and 

13 was affected by context under same rating scenario in both contexts. 

Under different rating scenario in which users ratings were different based on different page load 

timings in both contexts such as home and school. To further observe at which context web QoE was 
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influenced by the context itself, we can further examine data provided in table 4.4 with subjective 

experience of users 10, 18, 21, 23 etc. The aforementioned users have high ratings as a result of slow 

web performance. Furthermore, the users 18, 21 and 23 etc. have relatively low ratings at low page 

load times. 

4.4.2 Answer to Research Questions   
The results discussed in table 4.4 indicate that there is an impact of context on user’s web QoE. The 

below mentioned diagrams 4.5 give clear picture of the extent of impact of context on user web QoE 

based on research questions of this thesis study 

 Overall Impact of context on Web QoE. 

 Which context users are more conscious?  

 Which context users are less conscious? 

 

 

Impact of Context  No of Users Total Users 

On Web QoE in term of user conscious 
behavior towards Web performance  

12 23 

Which contextual environment users 
are more conscious?  

School (16) 23 

Which contextual environment users 
are less conscious?  

Home (9) 23 

   

                          Table 4.5 Answers to research questions 

 

 
    Fig 4.5 Final Results 

 

 

The above figure 4.5 indicates that there is impact of context from the side of non conscious users in 

both school and home environment. In general, when user are less conscious about web performance 

in particular context means there are contextual attributes such as user location, contents, device etc.  

and user internal condition such as physical health, emotions and prior experiences leads users toward 

non conscious state.  
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

5.1 Conclusion  
In this thesis project we have laid the foundation in the field of user consciousness and study of 

context in Web QoE. Our results shows there is significance influence of context on Web QoE in 

terms of user consciousness toward web performance. This study focus was limited to general term of 

context. However, context is broad term that constitute of various attributes within context such as 

user context, application or device context etc. Furthermore, there are other factors that may influence 

on user subjective experience like user expectations, prior experiences and emotions, which will be 

main focus of future research work. 

This thesis study starts with design and planning of purpose built website for the purpose of logging 

and getting user subjective feedback. The experiment was conducted in two contextual environments 

such as home and school with small sample size. User experiment was conducted with proper 

guidelines for test users and results were collected from all test user local machines for further 

analysis and interpretation. 

In general, context is important factor for provisioning of future driven user centric web services. This 

small scale thesis study showed that context has defying impact on user conscious behavior towards 

web performance. 

5.2 Future work  
Regarding future work, and due to the results outlined in above chapter, this study provided the 

inspiration for in-depth studies of user consciousness in view of web performance, our future work 

based on following objectives. 

 

Experiment design  

The future model of experiment will be design in a way that application should able to log user traffic 

for the longer period of time from three days to maximum one week. The aforementioned experiment 

design approach will observe more human psychological attribute, such as user patience, emotion and 

expectations and context attributes such application and user contexts for measuring user 

consciousness towards web performance [12] [18]. 

            

Large Sample size  

In order to have more confidence on results, future work will be base on larger sample size. There will 

be improved user knowledgebase prior to conducting an experiment in future research. 

 

Script base filtration of web log 

In order to save time for data filtration process future work will base on automated tools or scripts that 

could help to filter the web log to calculate page load times. Furthermore automated script also has 

ability to calculate detail statistics of data. 
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             PLT                                 Page Loading Time 

             DNS                                Domain Name System. 

             TCP                                 Transmission control Protocol 

             HAR                                HTTP Archive 

             HTTP                              Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

             AJAX                              Asynchronous JavaScript XML 

             CSS                                 Cascaded Style Sheet  
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